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Abstract
A fixed-base, piloted simulation study was con-
ducted to deternfinc tile operational benefits that re-
sult when air traffic control (ATC) instructions are
transmitted to the flight deck of a transport airplane
over a digital data link. The ATC instructions in-
cluded altitude, airspeed, heading, radio frequency,
and route assignment data. The interface between
the flight deck and the data link was int.egratod with
other suI)systems of the airplane to fa.eilitatc data
management. Data from the ATC instructions were
distributed to tile flight guidance and control sys-
tem, the navigation system, and an a.utonmtically
tuned conmmnication radio. The copilot initiated
the automation-assisted data distribution process.
Digital commmfication and automated data dis-
tribution were compared with eonventional voice ra-
(tit) comnmlfication and manual input of data into
other subsystems of the sinmlated aircraft. Less
tiine was required in the combined conlnnlnicalioll
and data management process when data link ATC
communication was integrated with tile other sul)-
systems. The test subjects, commercial airline pi-
lots, provided favorable evaluations of both the (ligi-
tal COlntilllnicatioll and data lliallagelllellt processes.
Summary
Insufficient capaeity for air-ground information
exchange and eommmfication errors limit the effec-
tive use of gromld-station and airborne automation
in the current air traffic control (ATC) system. To al-
leviate this problem, air-ground ATC eommmfication
via data link is being phased into the airspace sys-
tem. Thus, aeronautical system designers and flight
crews are COIlCtWlled with how to best design flight
deck interfaces for data link commmfieation.
A fixed-l)asc, piloted simulation study w_us con-
ducted to determine the operational t)cnetits that
result when altitude, airspeed, he.ading, radio fre-
quency, and route data were transmitted to a trans-
port flight deck over a digital data link. A touch-
sensitive CRT mounted in tile center panel of the
glass flight deck was used as the interface between
the flight crew and the data link. This interface was
integrated with the subsystems of the airplane to fa-
cilitate data management. The data received in the
flight deck and displayed on the CRT were disti'ib-
uted to tile flight guittance and control syst.cln, the
navigation system, and an electronically t.uncd c()m-
munication radio. A crew melnber touched a des-
ignated key to initiate the data distribution process.
In the study, commercial airline pilots flew simulated
flights frolll Chicago t,o Denver.
Digital eomnnlnication and automation-assisted
data management were compared with conventional
voice rattle communication and manual data input.
The pilots spent less time in the eomt)incd COllttllll-
nication and data management process when data
link ATC conmmnication was integrated with other
subsystems of the sinmlated aircraft. The pilots pro-
vided favoratflc evaluations of t)oth the digital com-
munication and data management processes. They
also emphasiz(,d that, a.s in tiffs study, the ttight deck
crew must aelively approve all data entry into the
subsysteIIlS el tile aircraft..
Introduction
The use of digital data link svstenls for air-ground
communieation and data transfer in the airspace sys-
lelll is expected t() t)(?COllle Illore COllllllOll ill the IlOXt
(teca(te. Tim impetus to make data link information
transfer a. rea.lity in the air traffic control (AT(?) sys-
tem ix being provided in part t)y the COlmnitm(mt of
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to dc-
veh)t) a Mo(h,-S data link system. Expected t)enefits
of data link comnmnieation in the ATC system in-
elude reduced demand on the AT(; voice radio eom-
mmfication frequencies, increased conmmnicat ion of_
ficiency, and re(tuced information-transfer error rate.
The ot)j(_ctive of this study was to evaluate the
effects ttmt occur when ATe information transmit-
ted by (Iata link is entert,d into the relevant sub-
systems of the airt)lane. The information inelu(h'(t
ill the automatic data-input t)roc('ss that was initi-
ated by t h(_ flight crew was altitude, airsI)ced, ht'a(t-
ing, route, and rattle frequency. With this process,
the ttight crew (lid not have to (tial (tata into the
autopilot (tisplay windows, tune the radios, or man-
ually modify route (tata in the ttight managem(mt
computer control (tislllay unit (CDU). Pilot-initiatc(t
automatic data entry of this nature was expecte(1 to
reduee the work load of the flight (leek crew.
This study was conducted ill the Transport Sys-
tems Research Vehicle (TSRV) Simulator at tile
Langley Research Center and eonsiste(t of fixed-base
simulation tests, which used commercial airline pi-
lots as sul)jects. This report documents tile results
of those tests.
Abbreviations
ADS
AGeS
ALT
ATC
automatic (tct)en(ttmt sm'veillane(_
automatic guidance aim control
system
altitude, ft
air traffie control
ATIS
BKN
CAS
CDU
CLING
COMM
CONT
(.'PLT
(:tiT
DBQ
DEN
DSCND
DSM
EXPCT
FAA
FL
FMS
FQ
HDG
ILS
INFO
lOW
1VSI
,J###
LOM
MAG
MAINT
MSSG
ND
NM
OAC
2
autonlatic terminal information
service
broken
calibrated airspeed, knots
control display unit (FMS computer
interface)
change
comnmnicatioi_
controller
copilot
cathode ray tube
three-letter identifier for Dubuque
VOR
three-letter identifier for Den-
ver VOR; also Denver Stapleton
International Airport
descend
three-letter identifier for Des Moines
VOR
expect
Federal Aviation Administration
flight level (e.g., FL260)
flight nlanagenlent system
frequency
heading, deg
instrument landing system
information
three-letter identifier for h)wa City
VOR
instantaneous w_rtical speed
indicator
jet route (e.g., Jl14, jet route 114)
conlpass locator at ILS outer
nlarker
magnetic heading, deg
maintain
11lessage
navigation display
nautical miles in table 1
other aircraft
OBH three-letter identifier fl)r Wabash
VOR
OM our message
ONL three-letter identifier for O'Neill
VOR
ORD three-letter identifier for Chicago
VOR; Chicago ()'Hare International
Airport
ORD7 O'tlare runway 7
OVC ow,rcast
PFD primary flight display
PG page
PIREP pilot weather report
PMC panel-mounted controller
PPI plan position indicator
R roger
RWY runway
SCT scattered
SIGMET significant meteorological information
SPD airspeed, knots
STNBY standby
SUR OBS surface ot)servat.ions
TL turn left
TR turn right
TRCK track angle, deg
TSRV Transport Systems Research Vehicle
U unable
VECTRS vectors
VHF very high frequency
VLDS Visual Landing Display System
VOIR very high frequency onmidirectional
radio range navigation aid
VVCWS veh)city vector control wheel
steering
WX weather
Background
Tile Mode-S data link system is being developed
for air traffic control and air traffic service applica-
tions in the national airspace system. The feasibil-
ity of using other data link systems, along with the
Mode-Slink,ill ATCand()tileraeronauticalapplica-
tionsis also})eingvigorouslyexplored.Reference1
providesa comprehensiver viewof worldwidedata
link ai)plicationsin air trafficcontrolandotherele-
mentsof flightoperations,suchasweatherservices.
Severalairlinesareusinga commerciallyavailal)te
veryhighfrequency(VHF) datalink for fleetnmn-
agement.Alongwith theFAA,at least,threeairlines
areexperimentingwith usingthat sameVHF data
link for preflightclearancedelivery.Also,asatellite
datalinksystemisbeingused,at leastonanexperi-
InentalIra.sis,for automatic(leI)en(lentsm'veillance
(ADS) in transoceanicflight applications(ref. 2).
TheADSsystemisexl)ectedto be fully operational
within 2years.
Severalstudieshaveaddressedthesubjectof us-
ingdatalink in air trafficcontrolandair tralficser-
viceapplications.Reference3 presentstheresultsof
astudysponsoredbytheFAAthat wascompletedin
1975andaddressedelementsof optimizingthepilot
interfaceto the data link systelnin ATC applica-
tions. That studyaddressedissues,suchascharac-
ter sizeandabbreviationsin lllessagedisplays,llef-
erence4 pre,sentsthe resultsof a NASA-sponsored
studyof ATC messagexelmngewith datalink in a
single-pilotoperation;datalink conmmnieationwas
ffmndto bedesirabh'andbeneficialin single-pilot
operations.
A NASA-sponsored,Colnprehensiveresearchand
developmentef[ortderivc(tageneralconceptforATC
messagexchangewith datalink (ref.5). Thiscon-
ceptincludedoperationalprotocolsandeleinentsof
a messagesetthat laid thefoundationfor follow-on
studies.Reference 6 presents the results of a recent
simulation study of an application of that concept.
This study, which was conducted at Langley Re-
search Center, compared a CDU-tmsed data link in-
terface for ATC message exchange with conventional
voice operations; the study was conducted from the
perspective of the transport flight deck. The study
concluded that: pilots prefer ATC Inessagc exctmnge
with data link for routine communication when time
is not a critical factor. Conventional voice was pre-
%rred when message ext:hange operations were time
critical. Measurements of pilot-scanning t)ehavior
showed that pilots spent less than 2 percent of their
time viewing the data link interface. Copilots, how-
ever, spent about 7 percent of their time viewing the
data link interface during the sinmlated descent into
the Denver terminal area.
Sinfilar results were obtained in another Langley
simulator-based study that addressed single-pilot op-
eration and eoncluded that the total numl)er of ATC
message exchange operations decreased when data
link was the primary ATC comimmieation mode.
(See ref. 7.) A study conducted in an advanced flight
deck simulator at Ames Research Center (ref. 8) also
showed that pilots favored data link for routine ATC
eonmmnication aim emt)hasized t)ilot concern for the
amount of "}leads down" time required in (tata link
operations.
The results of the t)revious studies completed at
NASA indicate three areas that need addilional re-
search. The tirst area is the loading of the pilots' busy
visual channel with a conmmnieation task. which has
tra(litionally becll an audio task, an(1 its interfer-
ence with vigilance; this is tile issue of heads-down
time. The second area is the loss of party-line bene-
fits t)y which pilots overhear eomnmnication t)etween
other flight crews and the air traffic controller and
deduce lead information at)out their own operation.
The third area is the pilots' suggestion that much
of the ATC information and numerical data received
on l he data link l)e fed directly into other air(waft
subsystems on pilot at)t)roval. This tifird area, pilot-
initiated automatic input of ut)linked data int() the
sul)systems of the aircraft, is the subject of this study.
Simulator Description
This study was conducted in the Transt)ort Sys-
tems tlesearch Vehicle (TSRV) Simulator. (See
fig. 1.) This fixed-based flight deck sinmlation fa-
cility is contro]le(l through a central digital comt)ut-
ing system that operates in a real-time mode with
eomi)utations updated aa times per sec. The air-
plane nlo(tel represented a two-engine, eolninercial
jet transI)ort. The flight deck layout (fig. 1) was a
two-crew-metal)or arrangeinent with similar instru-
mentation in both flight stations. An out-the-window
visual scene was provided fl)r only the loft flight (teck
position.
Flight Instruments
The flight instrmnents in t)oth the left and right
flight deck stations consisted of a primary flight dis-
play (PFD), a navigation display (ND), an airspeed
indicator, a drun>an(t-(lial altinwter, an(t an instan-
taneous vertical st)ec(t indicator (IVSI). An electronic
CRT display of the engine status and the data link
interface, also an electronic CIIT, were located on
the center instrmnent panel. A navigation computer
control and display refit (CDU), which consisted of
a CRT and a keyboard, was located at each flight
station. The CDU is the interface t)etween the flight
deck crew and the flight managemellt comt)uter.
Primary flight display. Figure 2(a) is a draw-
ing of the PFD. This configuration was tailored to
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the veh)eity vector control wheel steering (VVC\VS)
flight control system. The display format was cen-
lered about tile velocity vector of the airplane. The
major information elements were velocity vector, al-
titude, horizon, roll angle, pitch angle, and path de-
viation. References 9 and 10 provide more detailed
,tescriptions of the display features.
Navigation display. Figure 2(b) is a drawing
of the navigation (tisplay. This color CRT inst, rument
t)resent('d lateral I)ath information in a dynamic mat)
configuration with aircraft track up. The nmp scale
was a pilot option with values of 1, 2, 4, 8, or
32 n.mi./in. The at)ex of the triangular aircraft
symbol represemed the t)resent aircraft position and
remained stationary on the CRT while the other
dynamic syml)()ls move(t relative to it. The track
box, a window at the top of the ND, presented a
(tigital display of the aircraft magnetic track. The
straight trend veetor that extended from the nose of
the aircraft symbol indicated the path the airplane
fl_llowed when its current track was maintained.
The plaImed flight path w_ks displayed on the map
as a series of connected line segments with each way
point represented by a tbur-point star symbol and an
alphanumeric name. In sinmlating conventional op-
erations with voice radio ATC comnmnication, the
t)l_tnned ro_lte data were _Lssunled to have been en-
tered into the navigation (:omtmter t)y the crew prior
to the tlight but were actually provided by the soft-
ware that supt)orte(t this simulation. A second route
or route change, ('ailed a provisional route, could be
tyt)ed into tit(, navigation computer through the CDU
keyboard. The provisional route was displaye(t on the
navigation display as a series of way-point symbols
comlected by dashed white lines. The pilots could
make the provisi(mal route the active route t)y press-
ing the execute key on the CDU keyl)oard, l)ur-
ing lhe data link ot)erations, the provisional route
('(mid also be provided through the data link inter-
face. That process is descrit)e(t in the section "Data
lank Interface."
Flight Control System
The nominal ('()ntrol mode used during this stu(ly,
VVCWS. t)rovi(h'(t highly augmented longitudinal
and lateral control with pilot mamml control inputs
made through the t)anel-mounted controller (PMC).
In the longitudinal axis, pilot control inputs con-
trolled the rate of change of the coinmaiMed flight
path angle. In the lateral axis, pilot control inputs
c()nmutnded the rate of change of the bank angle.
The tlight control system for the lateral axis main-
lained track angle when the control input was re-
moved with a t_a_Ilk angle less than 5 ° an(t maintained
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bank angle when the input was removed with a bank
angle greater than 5° .
Panel-mounted controllers were located at both
flight deck stations and extended from the instrument
panel. The PMC's functioned as an adaptation of
the conventional wheel and cohmm arrangement. A
thumb switch on one of the two PMC's at each flight
station allowed pilots to conunand small changes in
flight path angle. Along with the flap control lever
and the speed brake lever, throttle control levers were
located on the center console between the two flight
stations. The landing-gear control extended from the
center instrument panel. The rudder pedals were
active.
Mode Control Panel for Automatic
Guidance and Control System
The mode (:ontrol panel for the, automatic guid-
ance and control system (AGCS) (fig. 3) was located
on the glare shield just above the cent(u instrument
panel and allowed the pilots to select the automatic
and manual modes fi)r aircraft control. V_rhether the
airplane is in an automatic mode or not, the normal
flight procedure in commercial and military opera-
tions is to enter altitude, heading, and airspeed nu-
merical clearance data when they are received from
the air traffic controller. This data entry process
is required in many commercial aircraft operations.
The AGCS mode control panel in this sinmlator ha(t
a fourth dial for flight path angle. As the data for
these four parameters were dialed into the panel, the
parameters were (tist)layed in the panel windows and
became availat)le for use in the automatic control sys-
teIn functions. The airspeed and altitude values were
also automatically displayed in the reference areas of
the primary flight disI)lay. During manual flight con-
trol mode, the pilots used the panel display as a note
pad. In some sinmlated flights, the ut)linked altitude,
airspeed, and heading data (changed to track) were
automatically copied into the mode control panel
when the copih)l touched a key to initiate the data
transfer process.
The mode control panel had an additional time-
tion that enabled the pilots to select the various
control system modes. The details of that func-
tion will not be discussed in this document, since
the flights were all flown with velocity vector control
wheel steering. The pilots were able to select the au-
tothrottle feature at their own discretion by pressing
a key on the mode control panel. They usually used
the autothrottle except during takeoff and landing
operations.
Out-the-Window Visual Scene
The LangleyVisual LandingDisplay System
(VLDS)wasusedto providean out-the-win(towvi-
sualscenefor tile crewmemberin theleft.flightdeck
position.Duringtakeoffandlandingoperations,the
sceneconsistedof the runwayandareaaroundthe
airport.. As the aircraftclimbedto an altitudeof
1600ft, it enteredacloudcoverandemergedthrough
thetop of theehmdsat apt)roximately5000ft. The
scenefortile durationof tile flightabove5000ft rep-
resentedthehorizongeneratedbytheintersectionof
the cloudcoverand sky. Iteference11providesa
moredetaileddescriptionoftheVLDS.
Air Traffic Environment
TheATC simulationwas(tesigne(tto providea
realisticair trafficand ATC-operatingenvironment
for the simulatorflight deck. For this reasonno
attemptwasmadeto optinfizetile humaninterface
of theATCstation.
The air traffic environmentwasserit)t based.
CurrentU.S.airspaceATC sectorboundarieswere
modele(tan(t formedthe basisfor the sinmla.ted
ATC environment.The conmmnicationsheardin
the simulatorflight deck()vet"the voicera(tiowere
designedto be representativeof normalcommmfi-
cations.Pseudopilots andpseudoairplanesrepre-
sentedotherair trafficon thesameradiofl'equency.
Tile nominalconmmnicationprotocolrequire(the
flightdeckcrewto contacthesectorcontrollerover
the voiceradiowhentheyentereda newsectorin
eachof theconmmnicationmodestested.Thecon-
trollerwasin anATCstationsinmlatorin aseparate
locationfromthe flight (leeksinmlator.A descrip-
tion of the ATC simulationfacility is presente(tin
reference12.
In tile datalink operation,the controlleruseda
standardcomt)uterkeyboardto comt)osetilebodyof
theATCmessages.Theprocessconsistedofentering
a three-charactercodefollowedby the at)propriate
numericaldata. Table1 presentsa list,of the mes-
sagesavailableto thecontroller.A newlycomposed
messagewasdisplayedin thescratchpadareaof the
controller'sCRTdisplayfor review.Onapproval,it
wastransnfittedto thesinmlatorflightdeck.
Data Link Interface
The6-in.by6-in.CI/T on theright-handsideof
tile centerpanelin thesimulatorflight,deck(fig. 1)
hada.touch-sensitivescreenandwasusedasthedata
link interface.Figure4 is an illustrationof thedis-
playformat.R_,ference5 providedthebasisfor this
design.Thetouch-sensitivescreencomprisedthree
windows.Tile upperwindowdist)layedmessagesit
theyenteredtheflightdeckan(tmaintaineda logof
thedata-linkedmessages.Thedisplayprotocolsused
in the upperwindowcloselymatchedthoseusedin
reference6. In that study,thesameflightdecksimu-
latorwasused;however,tile flightmanagementsys-
tem(FMS)CDUwasusedasthedatalink interface.
Themiddlewindow,on whichautonmtedtermi-
nal iifformationservice(ATIS) informationis dis-
playedin figure4, wasusedto eomt)osedownlinked
messagesa,nd to selectanddist)laya varietyof in-
formationstoredin on-boardtroffers(ref. 5). The
lowerwindowof thedisplay,theclearancesmnmary
area.displayedtile approvedroute,headingassign-
mentwhenbeingvectored,ATC commmficationfl'e-
quencyassignment,altitude,andairst)ee(tclearances.
This lowerwindowalsoprovidedamechanismfor in-
terfacingselectuplinkeddata.with appropriateflight
subsystems.A moredetaileddiscussionof the three
windowfun('tionsis presentedin appendixA.
Synthetic Voice Annunciation of Uplinked
Messages
Severalpilots who t)articipatedin a previous
study(ref.6)wereconcernedthat ATCmessagex-
changewith thedata.link mighthavehadanegative
effecton their instrumentscant)atterns.Synthetic
speechtechnologywassuggestedasa meansto al-
hwiatcsucht)rot)lems.Therefore,in this stu(ty,a
commerciallyavailabledigitallyrecordedspeech(te-
vicewasused.It "spoke"newlyarrivingdata-linked
messagesasthey weresimultaneouslydisplayedin
alphanumeri(:tbrm on tim touch-sensitive(?liT. In
addition,it SPEAKkeyonthetouch-sensitivescreen
alh)wedthe lastmessagereceive(tin the flightdeck
to|)eret)eatedwhenthemessaget)agcwasdist)layed.
Thiskeyalsoenal)le(theot)tionto st)eakthe ATIS
messagewhentheATIS pageha(lbeens(,leetedfor(list)layin themi(htlewin(towof thescreen.
Route and Route Change
Whenthe air traffic controlleruplinkcda route
or a routechangeto the flight deck.it autonmti-
tally appearedonthenavigationdisplayin agraph-
ical format. An alphmmmeriedisplayof the route
changeinstructionsimultaneouslyappearedon the
touch-sensitiveCRT. The graphical route display was
similar in aI)t)earance to the dashed provisional route
illustrated in figure 2(b). However, the l)rovisional
route was displayed in white, and a newly proposed
route ut)linked froin the air traffic controller was
(tisplayed in ainber. Since the proposed route was
displayed simultaneously with the alphammmric I)re-
sentation and tile st)oken message presentation, it
provideda grat)hicpresentationthat helpedthe
pilots decidewhetherthe route changeswereac-
ceptable. Touchingthe I/OUTE keyon the CRT
dala link interfacemovedtheuplinkedrouteto the
provisional-routestatusin thenavigationsystem.
Test Procedures
The tests comprisedsinmlatedttights fl'om
ChicagoO'HareInternationalAirportto DenverSta-
pletonInternationalAirport. Theenrouteportionof
thesimulatedflightswasshortenedto linfil therun
timeto 40nlill foreachflight. Thenominalscenarios
that wt,r('followedduringthe testingwerebasedon
scenariospresentedin reference5.
At thebeginningof thesimulatedflights,thepi-
lotscontactedclearancedeliveryon thecommunica-
tion radioor by data link and requestedclearance
to l)envcr.Clearanceviaoneof theFollowingthree
routeswasgiven(fig.5(a)):
1. ORD7.ORD.DBQ.J94.ONL.,l114......DEN
tO'Hare7 departureto DubuqueVOR,194to
O'NeillVOR3114 to Denver)
2. ORD.IOW.DSM..]10 ...... DEN tO'Hare direct
to Iowa City V()t/ dirt,ct to Des Moines VOR
,ll0 to Denver)
3. ()IID.DBQ.3100.OBH.,ll0...DEN (O'Hare di-
rect to Duhuque V()R J100 to \Vabash V()R
,!10 to Denw'r)
After receiving a preflight clearance, the flight
crew contacted the Chicago Tower (simulation) and
requested a taxi clearance. After acknowledging the
clearance, the simulated aircraft was relocated to the
takeoff posilion on runway 32I/, Iti1(t an appropriate
visual scene was displayed. The taxi operation was
not simulated. After receiving a takeoff clearmlce
from the tower, the flight crew executed the takeoff"
procedures. Control was transhwred to Chicago De-
partm'e Control and then t.o the Chicago Air Ihmte
Tra[lti(! C()llt re] Center. Clearance to cruise altitude
followed. Figure 5 presents maps of the routes used
in these tests, and table 1 presents the data link mes-
sages available to the air traffic controller.
On arrival at the Denver terminal area, the Den-
ver Center controller transIk'rred control of the flight
to the Denver northeast approach sector controller.
Then, tit(, flight descended into the Denver terminal
area by using the published profile descent proce-
dure and by using instrument lamting system (ILS)
on runway 26L.
Five tv¢o-ulenlt)er flight crews participated in the
tests. One crew member acted as the pilot (flying)
during half of each flight and as first officer (copilot)
during the other half; the pilot and first officer
switched roles at tim direction of the experimenter.
The crew changed roles as the simulated airplane
neared the. Denver terminal area, just as the aircraft
position was changed to shorten the flight. Each crew
member was debriefed after each flight. At the end
of the tests, the subjects were also asked to eonq)lete
a written questiolmaire abou! the cxt)erinmnt.
Tests were conducted with conventional voice ra-
dio for ATC commullicatioil and with data link %r
ATC message exchange. The data link flights used
voice radio contact with the air traffic Colltroller for
backup and for lengthy or mmroutine negotiations.
Nine simulated flights were completed with conven-
tional voice radio AT('. commmfication, and 15 were
completed with data link communication integrated
with other subsystems of the aircraft.
The recorded data included time histories of the
aircraft variables, pilot control activities, and dis-
crete events in the simulated flight deck. such as mike
switch closures. Also, the mike switch closures of
the sinmlated air traffic controller and the pseudo pi-
lot were recorded. The time-history data provided a
record of the pilot and copilot activities that were re-
lated to the task tamer investigation. In addition to
the systems information, an opel>mike videotape was
made of each flight. The camera recorded a view of
the flight deck from behind the pilot and captured an
inmge of the instrument t)anel, the l)ilot interactions,
communications, and control activities. The video-
tapes supplement ed the digital data records and were
useful for clarifying ditfi(:ult-to-interpret sequences in
the digitally recorded time histories.
Results
Data Link Interface
This study was focused on the integration of the
data link message exchange process with the flight
management and guidance and control systems of
the aircraft. Allhough optimizing the interface was
not the primary purpose, pilot acceptance of the
interface and its ot)erability could affect the results
of the experiinent. Therefore, some (,valuation of the
interface is pertinent.
The flight crews felt that the interface was not
difficult to understand and operate. After a aO-mi.
briefing and two flights that used the interface, the
subjects reporte(l that they were comfortable with
the interface features used in this study.
The pilots, however, commented on one t)roblem.
Because of hardware limitations and the location of
the CRT,a significantamountof parallaxoccurred
with tile touch-screenCRT.A cross-haircursorwas
includedonthetouch-sensitiveCIITdisplayto lessen
the impactof parallax.This :_/4-in. by a/4-in, illumi-
nated cursor displayed the location where the screen
was being touched, and it was turned off 1 sec after
the touch was released. Several pilots conunented
that the cross-hair cursor significantly reduced the
parallax problem. One subject, however, commented
that seeing the cross hairs at a spot slightly offset
from where he was touching disturbed him.
The subjects commented that tile concepts used
in the data link comnnmieation process were good,
but the size of the touch areas (1.25 in. by 0.38 in.)
and the parallax presented some difficulty. This
limitation annoyed some subjects more than others,
and their comments about the operation highlighted
this aspect. Several pilots stressed that they had
little problem operating the interface in the fixed-
base simulator, but turbulence in an actual flight
environment may require bigger touch buttons for
the operation.
The panel-mounted controller switches that al-
lowed "roger" replies without touching the display
was a favorable feature of tile experimental inter-
face. (See appendix A.) The subjects liked this fea-
ture and suggested that researchers consider applica,
tions in which tile switch autonLatically initiates the
data transfer to the subsystems or in which a sec-
ond position of the switch initiates tile data trails-
fer. With such an implementation, pilots would not
have to touch the screen to initiate the data trans-
fer. Pilot comments about this switch were primarily
concerned with the need for the copilot to reach the
center panel t.o complete the operation. However, the
PMC switch also avoided parallax and difficulty with
pointing accuracy when sending roger replies.
Message-Processing Time
Measurements were made of the time required to
receive and input uplinked nmnerical data into the
subsystems of the airplane. A comparison was nmde
between the conventional voice operation and the
data link operation. The data link operation incor-
porated pilot-initiated automatic input of airspeed,
track angle, altitude, and radio frequency data into
tile aircraft, subsystems. The examples presented in
the following discussion illustrate the differences in
the two ATC message handling processes. These ex-
amples are actual cases from the data set. TILe mean
and standard deviation of the measureIncnts are also
presented.
Appendixes B and C present, in a coded format,
event-driven time histories of sample flights in the
two communication modes tested. Appendix B is an
example of a flight, that used conventional voice, and
appendix C is an example of a flight that used data
link coinmunication integrated with eleinents of the
flight management system as previously discussed.
These appendixes present examples of typical
flights from a mmfl)er of simulated flights, and con-
sideration of the entire data set is included in the
discussion a.nd selection of tile examples. These ex-
amples are used to emphasize trends identified over
tile data set. Clearly, some events in lengthy sam-
ple time histories, such as these appendixes, do not
support all generalizations made from the entire data
set..
In all these examples and in tile statistical anal-
ysis in which altitude, heading, airspeed, radio fre-
quency, or route ATC instructions were exchanged,
tile me_sureInents indicated time savings for the
flight crew when the data link comnmnication t)rocess
was integrated with the subsystems of the airplane.
Altitude instructions. Figure 6 presents san>
ple time-history plots of pilot activities when the
crew received an altitude assignment message from
the air traffic controller. The sanle pilots and flight
phases are presented in both parts of the example.
A sample eonventioiml voice case is presented in fig-
ure 6(a). The controller spoke an 8-see instruction
over the voice radio: "NASA 515 radar contact.
Climb and maintain one seven thousand." After
aboul 7 sec, the copilot began to dial 17(1(11/into the
altitude window of the mode control panel to store
the data and radioed an acknowledgment while dial-
ing the assigned altitude. The copilot completed the
process in about 23 sec.
Figure 6(b) presents the time history of a similar
transaetion conducted by data link. The same pilots
and flight phase were selected as those selected for
figure 6(a). The data link message was "...clinfl) and
maintain 17000." The processing time was about
10 see fronl the time the lnessage entered the flight
(leek until the copilot dispatched a roger reply by
depressing the yoke-mounted switch. The copilot
then reached over to the CRT screen of the data
link interface and touched the ALT key to swap tile
altitude data into the active area of the data link
interface and simultaneously copy it into the altitude
window of the autopilot mode control panel. This
entire process required less than 12 sec, which was
about half the time required in the conventional voice
radio example. (See fig. 6(a).)
Heading instructions. Figure 7 presents a
similar comparison of a heading change message that
wasreceivedby conventionalw)iceradio and by
data link. In figure7(3), the conventional voice
message was "NASA 515, turn left heading _@#"
and required the cont roller's mike key to be activated
for 4 sec. The flight crew's reply used 1.5 scc, and
the track dial a([justment required 9 sec. This whole
t)roccss reqttired about 14.4 see.
In the data link case in which the heading data
were interfaced wit h the autopih)t mode control panel
by a single touch of the data link screen by the copilot
(tig. 7(by), tim message entered the flight deck and
required 4 sec fin' the I)ilots to read it, make a decision
t_) transmit a roger reply, and depress the reply
switch. Entering the data into the autopilot mode
control panel occurred 6.67 set: after the message
entered the flight deck. The t)rocess was completed
in less than 7 sec. In this examt)le , about half the
time was required when data link was combined with
I)ih)t-initiate(t atttomation features.
Airspeed instructions. Figures 8(a) and (by
are time histories of events for which airspeed instruc-
lions were t)rocessed in the sinmtated flight deck.
A conventional voice ot)cration is presented in fig-
ure 8(a). The st)eed change instruction "...when able
reduce to 210" required 4 sec of controller mike key
activation. The copilot's reply required 4 sec, and
(lialing the airst)(_(,(t into the autopi]ot panel required
abOllt 5 sec. Conti)leting tit(' transaclioll in this ex-
ample required less than+ 15 sec.
Figure 8(b) presents the results ()f an example
for whi('h (tara link was used to deliver a similar air-
st)ee(t change instructiotL In this case, in which the
airst)eed data were interfaced with the atttothrottle
systenl 1)3' a singh, t(m(:h of the (tata link screen, the
processing titne was 12 sec. hi this example, data
link rc(tuired about 3 sec less tim(, than conventional
voice radio.
Radio frequency change instructions. Ex-
anq)les of instruction t)rocessing for radio fre(tttency
change are t)resented fit figure 9. In figure 9(a), the
conventional voice ra(tio was used to conmmnicate
the ATC instruction. The titne required to receive
the instruction, acknowledge it, an(t tune the voice
radio was 14 sec. Using the data link at)t)lication, the
copilot required 7" sec t.o comt)lete these actions. In
this example, the process of integrating the data link
comnmnication system with the FMS by automati-
cally tuning the radio at the flight crew's command
halve(t the I)rocessing time.
The event time history in appendix B reflects an
operator err()r related t.o tuning the radios at time
1935.76 see:. Aft(q" tttning the ('orrect radio frequency,
the copilot attempted to con(act the Denver center
controller t)111 forgot to select the correct radio on
which to transnut. Automating the ra(tio-ttmiIlg
process couM alleviate this type of error and reduce
crew work load.
Statistics of data management times. Fig-
ures 10(a) and (by are histograms of the relative
frequency of message t)ro(:essing times used by the
flight deck crew. Data for altitude, airst)eed, treading,
and radio frequency assignments are l)resented using
5-sec time intervals. Several factors limited the san>
pie sizes in tim histograms. First, to select events in
the sample requir(_(t that no evidence indicate that
the pilots were involved in an(t gave t)riority to com-
pleting another activity as the AT(; instruction with
the data was introduced into the flight deck. Sec-
ond, only simple instructions that involved one data
entry reqtfirement were included. Also, in the data
link cases, the COl)ilot sometimes dialed the data into
the mode control panel ()r the radio hea(t and did not
use the autonmtion feature. Finally, est)cciall.v in the
conventional voice cases, the sequence of events in the
digital recor(ts wits not always clear enough to con-
clude that the dial adjustment was Inade in direct
rest)onse to an ATC instruction. Usually in these
cases, the voic(, reply signals of the flight crew were
not tinlely, which left (tttestions about what really
transpired.
Figure 10(a) is a histogram of conventional voice
operations. In the cony(rational voice case, air traf-
fic control instructions were given over the sinlulate(t
voice radio. As in conventional transport aircraft op-
erations, the pilot then maImally dialed the altitude.
airst)eed, heading, and radio frequencies into the au-
topilot mo(te control panel or the conmmnication ra-
dio head. The mean time required to receive the
data over the voice radio and dial it into the appro-
priate subsystem of the aircraft was 16.80 scc with
a standard deviation of 6.20 sec. Three percent of
the nmasurements exceeded 30 sec. Approximately
30 percent of the nteasurenwnts exceeded 20 sec.
In the data link case, ATC messages were dis-
t)layed in alt)hanmneric form on the touch-sensitive
CRT screen. The pilots touched a key, on the CRT
to automatically copy, the ut)linked altitude, heading,
airspeed, or radio frequency assignment data into the
appropriate subsystem of the airplane. Figure 10(by
presents the ,neasurenmnts for data link conmmnica-
tion with pilot-initiated automation features used to
int)ut the data into the subsystems of the airplane.
The nlean time for receiving data and conq)leting the
input to the aircraft subsystem was 12.50 sec with a
standarddeviationof 3.39sec. Onlyonemeasure-
mentexceeded20sec.
Thestatisticalsignificanceof the differencebe-
tweenthemeansin the conventionalvoiceanddata
link operationswastestedby'usingtheKohnogonov-
Smirnovnonparanmtricstatistic (ref. 13). The re-
sults indicate that the 4.a-see average time savings
measured when data link ATC communication was
integrated with select aircraft subsystem flmetions
is significant at the 0.01 level. The histograms pre-
sented in figure 10, along with the mean and standard
deviation estimates, indicate that data link operation
with pilot-initiated automatic data entry' is faster an(1
less prone to lengthy data management time require-
ments than the conventional voice operations.
Route modification. A simulated storm cell
was displayed on the ND (fig. 2(b)) to create a sit-
uation that used the rerouting feature of the data
link interface in the flight deck. A time history of
events during which the sinmlated flight was rerouted
around the hazardous weather in tile Denver terminal
area is included in appendix C. The ATC-initiatcd
message to reroute arrived in the flight deck at time
1163 sec. The proposed new route was simultane-
ously displayed in a graphical fornmt on the moving-
map navigation display. Tile pilots reviewed the dis-
played route and entered a rogc'r reply after 15 sec.
Since the new route was displayed on the ND, the
pilots could manually follow it immediately. A crew
member had to touch the ROUTE key on tim lower
window of the data link interface to complete the pro-
cess of entering the route change data into the FMS.
In this example (initiated at time 1163 sec in ap-
pendix C), the route key was touched and the route
was copied into the CDU at time 1206 sec. The re-
quired pilot actions to input the rerouting data into
the navigation computer were completed 45 sec after
the route change data were received from ATC.
No cases were conducted with the conventional
manual method of entering route change data into
the FMS CDU. The process of instructing the subject
pilots to use the CDU was considered too time con-
suming. However, pilots who have experience with
FMS CDU's stated that a similar change that used
manual data input would require considerably more
time.
In appendix 13, rerouting by vectoring around
a storm in the terminal area was initiated at time
1044.54 sec from the start of the simulated flight.
This vectoring process, along with a significant in-
crease in the controller's work, required five voice
radio comnmnication exchanges between the con-
troller and the flight crew, one each at times 1044.54,
1217.97, 1257.96, 1268.04, and 1369.29 sec. Reliev-
ing this type of voice radio frequency load during
weather conditions that require rerouting a number
of aircraft can reduce radio frequency congestion.
Pilot Evaluation of Data Management
Process
At the end of tile simulated flights, the test sub-
jects were asked (on the questionnaire form) several
questions about the manner in which the data link
comnmnication process was integrated with the sub-
systems of tile airplane. Although most responses
were favorable, some reactions were mixed. Fig-
ures 11 to 15 present the pilots' evaluations in a
graphical format.
Figure 11 presents the results when the pilots
were asked to evaluate the altitude assignment of the
data management process. The evaluations offered
by the pilots favored the process. Six of the ten
subjects rated the process as very beneficial. One
pilot commented that this data management process
would eliminate errors. Another pilot suggested that
these data should also be an automatic input into the
altitude alert system.
In the heading assigmnent case (fig. 12), the rat-
ings were again mixed but also favored the semiau-
tomatic data input process. Five subjects rated the
process as very, beneficial.
The subject pilots were asked about tile semiau-
tomatic entry of uplinked airspeed data into the au-
tothrottle subsystem and AGCS panel display. Fig-
ure 13 shows that the replies to that question were
mixed but favored the process; four subjects re-
sponded that the process was very beneficial. One
subject commented that this process would eliminate
errors. Another subject emphasized that the pilot
should have the final authority in any implementa-
tion of this feature. The pilot who rated the alti-
tude data management process as undesirable also
rated tile airspeed data management process as
undesirable.
The subjects were asked about tile radio-tuning
process, in which the uplinked ATC communication
radio frequency' was used to automatically tune and
select tile radio channel. (See fig. 14.) The flight crew
initiated the process by touching the radio key on the
data link interface. All subjects felt that this was
a beneficial feature of the data link communication
process. One subject recommended that the radio
change automatically on the roger reply rather than
change by a separate touch of the display. A second
subject expressed his concern that the assigned radio
frequency would be lost in the event of a CRT failure.
Thesubjectswereaskedaboutthesemiautomatic
entryof uplinkedroutedata. Figure15showsthat
mostsubjectslikedthis featureandfelt that it was
verybeneficialto flightdeckoperations.
Tile pilots' concernthat the flight crewremain
in controlof anydata input into the subsystemsof
the airplanewasa highlyemphasizedissuein the
written andoral debriefings.Onepilot, whowas
neutralaboutthe datamanageinentmethodunder
investigatiolLstatedin an oral debriefingthat he
fearedthis waspossiblythe start of a processin
whichtheaircraftcouldbe flownfrom the ground.
This concern persisted, even though, in this study,
pilots had total control of the data management and
automation applications.
Concluding Remarks and
Recommendations
In this study, aircraft data link communication
with air traffic control (ATC) was integrated with
flight management fimetions of the aircraft. The
uplinked ATC instructions were initially displayed
to the pilots on a touch-sensitive CRT used ms the
data link interface. After approving the instructions,
tile flight crew touched a designated CRT-displayed
key to initiate the autoInatic distribution of data to
the subsystems of the simulated aircraft.. In particu-
lar, data-linked altitude, airspeed, and heading clear-
anees were directed to the automatic guidance and
control system aim were displayed in the window of
the mode control panel. Also, route data were sent
to the navigation computer through the control dis-
play unit (CDU), and the assigned radio fl'equeney
was used to automatically tune the cominunication
radio.
Integrating the data link communication process
with the subsystems of the airplane provided ben-
etits to the t)ilots. Tile time required to process
selected ATC data that arrived in the flight deck
from the air traffic controller was reduced. An av-
erage time savings of approximately 2,5 percent oc-
curred when altitude assignments, heading changes,
airspeed changes, and radio frequency changes were
processed. The mean time in the data link case
was 12.5 sec as opposed to 16.8 set: in the voice
case. Significant savings also occurred in processing
route changes that were uplinked from the air traffic
controller.
In general, tile subject pilots gave favorable eval-
uations to the data link information exchange and
pilot-initiated automatic data distritmtion processes.
Some pilots, however, noted reservations that were
related to the size of the touch keys and tile paral-
lax in the CRT touch-screen hardware. The pilots'
concern that the flight crew remain in control of any
data input into the subsystems of the airplane was
a highly emphasized issue in the written and oral
debriefings.
The data link interface, particularly the hardware
implementation, was a problem for some pilots. Most
subjects recognized that the parallax problems could
be remedied and that some of tile implementation
details could be improved without great difficulty.
The panel-mounted controller (PMC) switch used to
initiate roger replies proved to be a beneficial aspect
of the interface.
Previous studies indicate that some increases in
pilot visual work load may result front data link com-
munication. The results of this study suggest that
data processing time for pilots is reduced when t.hc
tasks are exainined in a broader sense and v_rheIl the
advantages of digital ATC comnmnication integrated
with the subsystems of the airplane arc exploited.
NASA Langley lqcsearch Center
Hampton, \qa_ 23665-5225
August 15, 1991
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Appendix A
Details of Data-Link Interface Windows
Thetouch-sensitiveCRT of the data link interface
was composed of" three windows: an upper, a nfiddle.
and a lower window. The flmctions and operating
procedures of these windows are diseussed ill this
appendix.
Upper Window: Display of and Reply to
Uplinked Messages
Tile upper window (fig. 4) inunediately displayed
the uplinked ATC messages as they were received in
tile flight deck. Air traffic control inessages were pre-
fixed with a source identifier followed by a colon (e.g.,
ATC:). An aireraft-local identification numl)er was
displayed on the first line and on the immediate right
of each message (e.g., 01 and 02). This number re-
flected the order in which the messages were received
or generated in tilt; flight deck. A suffix, "F{" or "U,"
attached to the identifieation number indicated that
a roger or unal)leresponse had l)ecn (lisl)atehe(lto
the originator.
Tile frst line of each message was aligned with a
nlagenta touch-sensitive, rectangular key, which was
used to expedite editing and referencing that message
(white-outlined areas ill figs. d, 16 to 18, and 20).
\Vhen a new message arrived in tilt; flight deck, it: was
displayed below the messages already ill the window.
When space was needed, tile new message eaused
earlier messages to scroll ll t) and off the screen. Pilots
used touch-sensitive scroll keys to move messages in
this window ut) and down for review.
Figure 16 shows the upper window with ut)linked
messages (tisplayed. A new nlessage has been re-
ceived ill the flight deck, message nmnt)cr 23: De-
scend and nlaintain 17 000 (ATC: DSCND & MAINT
17000). As tile lllessage was dist)laye(t, a tone
sounded to ammnc.iate its arrival. Also, a visual-
alerting signal (MSSG) blinked near the center of
both the primary flight display (PFD) and the nav-
igation display (ND). The audio-alerting signal was
repeated every 10 see until the crew dispatched a
response. The visual-alerting signal ill the PFD and
ND also blinked until the crew dispatchett a resI)onse.
Tile repeated audio-alerting tone was used t)ecause
reference 6 stated that crews occasionally failed to
reply t)ronlt)tly when only the visual-alerting signal
blinked.
\Vhen an uplinked message arrive(t in the flighl
tteck, one of three actions caused the middle window
to display tile latest, message (default ease) or the
selected nlessage (when a key' beside a message is
touched) in tile roger response configuration. (See
fig. 17.) Tile three actions are
1. Touching the key (touch-sensitive area) on the
left or right of tile first, line of a message
2. Pressing the trigger switch mounted on the
panel-mounted controller
3. Touching the message page key (MESSAGE
PC)
Once one of these act:ions was taken anti the middle
window t)f the display changed to tile configuration
shown in figure 17, touching the SEND key down-
linked the roger response lnessage to the air traffie
controller and ut)dated tile data in the clearance sun>
mary display. Similarly, touching the UNABLE key
switched the message to the unal)le (:onfigm'atit)n.
Actions 1 and 2 had an associated time-out
autosend feature. The tinle-outparameter was set
to 1.5 sec. After action 1 or 2 was taken to initi-
ate the reply t)roeess, the dist)lay in the mi(l(tle win-
dow chailge(t to the format illustrated in figure 17
for 1.5 see, and a roger reply was then automati-
eally transmitted, hnnlettiately after the send func-
tion downlinked the reply, the middle window re-
turned to its original disI)lay eonfguration, so tim
pilots eould continue any oI)eration that Illay have
been in i)rogress. Also, an "ll" denoting the roger
reply was affixed to the local message mmll)er on the
display. Finally, the altitude data were relayed to
tile lower window of the interface in sut)port of data
management and inlegration processes. These pro-
cesses are tliseussed in the section that describes tile
h)wer win(h)w. Figure 18 ilhlstrates the ttist)lay con-
figuration when the ret)ly process is eonll)h'te(l.
Beeau.se of the 1.5-see time-out %ature previously
discussed, action number 3, touching tile MESSAGE
PG key (fig. 16), was tile only practical nlethod
to access the UNABLE reply key. Under such a
seenario,.the copilot touches the MESSAGE PG key
to change tile display to tile roger configuration. (See
fig. 17.) Next, tile
key, which causes it
copilot then touches
unat)le reply. If tilt'
the nlessage t)efore
eopilot touches the UNABLE
to turn green. If satisfied, the
the SEND key to dispatch the
copilot decides not to dispatch
touching tile SEND key, the
ROGER key, can be touched to return to the roger
configuration. As a matter of protocol, sending tile
rulable reply lnessage requires fllrther negotiation
between the flight crew and the air traffic controller
by means of the voice radio. The negotiation process
should result in a new ch, arance being uplinked to
the aircraft. Downlinking a roger or unable response
to any uplinked message received ill tile flight deck
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usuallyendstile session(i.e.,tile sequenceofactions
requiredto completetheexchangeof a message).
Middle Window: Data Display and
Downlink MessageEditing
Besidesits role in the uplinkedmessagereply
process,the middlewindowof tile touch-sensitive
CRTinterfa('eofferedthe crewa varietyof options
to accessandmanipulateinformation.Thisportion
of the interfacewasorganizedin a menuselection
formatfollowingtheschemeillustratedin figure19.
Themainmenu,whichwasdisplayedat thestart
of eachsimulatedflight, wasthe beginningof the
menuselectionschemeandallowedthecrewto se-
lect eitherthe DISPLAYor EDIT option. Under
theDISPLAYoption,theleft branchfromthemain
menuin figure19,the crewcoulddisplayinforma-
tion, for viewingonly,fromeitherof twoclassifica-
tions:strategicor noncontrol.
The optionsof display"noncontrolinformation
selectionincludedaseriesofweatherproducts,which
includedATIS,windsandtemperaturesaloft,airport
surfaceobservations,andPIREP.(Seefig. 19.)The
airportsurfaceobservationsandPIREPpageswere
inactivein thisstudyandweresimt)lyplaceholders
thatdisplayed"Nodataavailable"notesto thepilots.
Selectingthe EDIT optionfromthe mainmenu
activatedthe processby whichthe crewcoulduse
menuselectionand incorporatedtouch-controlled
switchingschemesto compilemessagesand down-
link themto thesimulatedATC station.TheEDIT
optionswereavailableto thecrew"throughthreesub-
branches:strategic,tactical,andnoncontrol.
Theeditstrategicpathallowedthecrewto trans-
mit arequestfor apreflightclearanceandto request
aclearanceorclearancechangeitherin thepreflight
conditionon thegroundor enroute.Tile routeand
route-changer questswereselectedfroma menuof
choices,whichwerea_ssumedto becrew-orcompany-
preferredalternatestoredat anearliertime.
Lower Window: Clearance Summary and
Data Link-Flight Management System
Integration
The lower window of the data link interface
(fig. 4) provided two functions. The first was a con-
tinuously available sumlnary of clearances that pilots
used to recall route, altitude, heading, and airspeed
clearance information. The second flmction allowed
the pilots to supervise the semiautonmtic input of up-
linked data into the flight management system; thus,
this function provided a communication system and
flight management system integration function.
When messages that contained route, altitude,
heading, airspeed, or radio frequency assignments
were received in the flight deck and a roger reply was
downlinked, the associated numerical data were auto-
nmtically copied into the appropriate standby area of
the lower window of tile display,. By touching the ma-
genta key on the screen (white-outlined area in figs. 4,
16 to 18, and 20) associated with that parameter, the
data were automatically shifted to the active area of
the display and simultaneously copied into the appro-
priate flight subsystem. The route or route-change
information was copied into the provisional-route fa-
cilities of the navigation computer and displayed on
the ND as a provisional route. The radio frequency
information automatically tuned the selected com-
munication radio, and the airspeed, heading, and
altitude data were activated in tile autopilot mode
control panel. The autopih)t mode selection was not
changed by this activity. Reference airspeed and alti-
tude values in the PFD were automatically changed.
Reviewing the process, beginning with figure 16,
provides an example of the data-linked altitude as-
signment process that incorporates data integration
into the flight management system. An altitude as-
signment message has been uplinked to the flight
deck. Subsequently, the copilot has touched the
screen to send a roger reply to the air traffic controller
(fig. 17), the altitude data have been recorded in the
standby altitude area of the lower window (fig. 18),
and the reply process is completed as the display con-
figuration changes as shown in figure 18.
In figure 20, tile copilot has touched the magenta
area labeled ALT to move a copy of the new alti-
tude assignment data to the active line of the display
and simultaneously to the altitude display window
of the autopilot mode control panel. (Tile autopilot
mode is not changed by this action.) In the clear-
ance summary area of tile data link interface (lower
window), the previously active altitude assignment is
changed to the standby area. A second touch of the
same key reverses the data-swapping process. The
asterisk, which immediately follows any parameter
in this window, indicates that the parameter is the
most current clearance agreement completed by data
link.
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Appendix B
Time History of Sample Flight That
Used Conventional Voice Radio
This appendixpresentsa time history of tile
events that occurred (luring a simulated flight that
used conventional voice radio comnmnication
(table B1).
The eolmnn entries include the following: times
from the start of the simulated flight (TIME),
copilot mike switch closures (CPLT MIKE), con-
troller mike switch closures (CONT MIKE), other
aircraft (pseudo pilot) mike switch closures (OAC
MIKE), altitude aut.opilot dial movements (ALT
AGCS DIAL), airspeed autopilot dial movement
(CAS AGCS DIAL), track autopilot dial (TRCK
AGCS DIAL), aircraft altitude (ALT), airspeed
(SPD), and conmmnieation frequency change
(COMM FQ CliNG).
In the first five columns that follow the time
column, "1" indicates that an input was initiated and
"0" indicates that the input process has terminated
or the device is no longer activated. In the radio
frequency change colunm, "1" indicates that a new
frequency has been tuned and activated by the flight
crew.
Table B1. Time History: Conventional Voice Radio
ALT CAS TRCK COMM
Time, CPLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD, FQ
see MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft. knots CHNG
125.01 1
128.31 0
152.49 1
155.40 0
165.12 1
165.48 0
171.66
186.21
189.69
220.38 1
221.88 0
253.59 1
254.79 0
281.97
287.52 1
289.05 0
289.98
305.97
313.98
321.96
325.98
346.05 1
346.32 0
353.97
361.98
365.55
365.97
369.66 1
369.96
677 0
1
0 677 0
1
0 723 157
1 988 138
Coinlilpnt
Radio [requency switched to tower
Cleared for takeoff
Contact departure
Call to departure
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Table B). Continued
ALT CAS TRCK COMM
Time, CPI.T C()NT OAC A(;CS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPI), FQ
s('r MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots CHNG
37J.31 0
377.97
38O.40 1
381.96
3S 1.99 0
382.02
:389.97
392.22
397.98
401.97
405.96
:109.98
,125.97
,126.12
J26..()6 1
42S.52 0
429.90
133.98
,141.96
.1,15.!)8 0
,i-1!).,()7
153.9(i
J57.98
,161 .!)7
,1(i5.96
.173.97
J77.96
J 7!). 91
J82.16
,1S3.15 1
,185.37 l)
185.97
189.96
197.97
501.96
506.16
514.26
525.96
533.97
537.96
511.98
589.98
597.96
601.98
6()5.97
609,96
1
1
0
1
1 0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1 0
1
0
1
0
1
0 1
1 0
2 693 212
3 668 319
10 084 252
12 000 298
{_Ollllli()]l[
Climb and maintain 16 000
Turn left 300 °
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TableB1.Continued
ALT CAS TtRCK COMM
Time, CPLTCONT OAC AGCSAGCSAGCS ALT, SPD, FQ
sec MIKE MIKE MIKEKNOB DIAL DIAL ft knotsCHNG
613.98
617.97
625.98
627.15
628.56
629.97
632.70
633.96
638.64
640.68
641.97
644.46
645.96
646.68
649.98
651.27
651.8,1
652.26
653.97
663.99
677.97
685.98
697.98
701.97
1
0
1
0
1
0
1 0
703.62
704.28
705.96
737.97
741.96
7,15.98
757.98
761.97
765.96
769.98
785.97
793.98
797.97
809.97
817.98
825.96
829.98
833.97
885.96
892.92
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
16 000
20 800
33,1
286
Connnent
Contact Center oil 132.75...
Collt act CeIlt er... (repeat ed)
Acknowledged
Call to Chicago Center, ...FL260
Acknowledged, climb...FL280
Lislen fin' your (:all sign...
NASA 515 on frequency
Map scale change
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TableB1.Continued
Tilne_
sec
893.97
913.98
919.02
921.96
922.65
929.97
933.96
935.76
940.02
ALT CAS TRCK
CPLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT,
MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
941.97 1
942.66
943.86 1
947.82 0
949.98 1 0
953.97 0 1
961.98 0
962.37 1
967.44 0
969.96 1
981.36 1
981.96 0
982.32 0
1005.96 1
1029.96 0
1033.98 1
1035.39 1
1036.11 0
1037.97 0
1041.96 i
1044.54
1048.62
1049.97
1050.54
1055.28
1061.97
1065.96
1069.98
1074.60
1077.96
1080.00
1081.98
1114.59
27000
27 900
27800
COMM
SPD, FQ
knots CHNG
287
310
306
Conlnlent
Contact Denver Center
Call to Denver Center
(Dialed but, (lid not
switch radio frequency)
Call to Center
Expect vectors for weather...
ATIS update...November
NASA 51,5 acknowledge ATIS
Acknowledge ATIS
Depart SMITY 190...,
weather, cleared profile descent
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Table B1. Continued
Time,
sec
1117.86
1121.97
1129.98
1133.97
1137.96
1145.97
1189.98
1192.74
1195.59
1197.03
1197.96
1200.84
1205.97
1209.96
1211.85
1216.41
1217.97
1221.63
1221.96
1222.95
1223.31
1225.98
1226.97
1229.34
1232.37
1236.39
1237.98
1238.67
1241.97
1253.97
1257.96
1260.09
1262.94
1268.04
1269.96
1270.56
1279.62
1283.28
1297.98
ALT CAS TRCK
CPLT CeNT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT,
MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
20100
18000
COMM
SPD, FQ
knots CHNG
320
292
Conllneilt
Descen{t...FL 180, contact
Denver approach oil 132.5
Call to approach...for FL180
...Turn right heading 220 °
Do you have current ATIS?
"_ have November
Disal)led aircraft on runway,
expect holding at KEANN
Car, you navigate to KEANN...?
Affirmative
Proceed direct to KEANN,
maintain 17 000
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TableB1. Continued
ALT CAS TRCK
Time, CPLTCONTOAC AGCSAGCSAGCSALT,
sec MIKE MIKEMIKEKNOBDIAL DIAL ft
1301.97 0 1
1305.96 0
1313.97 1
1317.96 0 1
1325.97 0
1326.33 1 17000 282
1331.13
1353.96
1357.98
1361.97
1369.29
1369.98
1375.65
1425.96
1429.98
1431.57
1433.94
1433.97
1437.96
1453.98
1457.97
1461.96
1464.12
1465.98
1466.25
1467.37
1471.32
1473.96
1,177.98
1485.96
1489.98
1493.97
1501.98
1506.21
1514.19
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0 1
1 0
1
0
1
1
0 16 000
1518.21
1518.48
1522.71
1527.15
1531.74
1531.98
1533.24
1537.68
15600
COMM
SPD, FQ
knots CHNG
258
230
Comlnent
(Copilot: I'll put 250
on the airspeed here)
Descend... 16 000, TL...direct FLOTS
Descend... 11 000
Fly heading 190, contact
approach on 125.7
Calls Denver approach control
No reply from Denver approach
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TableB1.Continued
Time,
sec
1548.87
1553.07
1554.21
1561.47
1562.19
1567.92
ALT CAS TRCK COMM
CPLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD, FQ
MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots CHNG
0
1
0
0
1
0
1570.53 1
1574.85 0
1578.21 1
1586.19 0
1590.21 1
1598.19 0 1
1602.21 0
1606.20 1
1610.19 0
1614.21 1
1617.87
1618.20 0
1623.63
1634.19 1
1638.21 0 1
1642.20 (}
1670.19 1
1678.20 0
1682.19 1
1686.48
1690.20 0 1
1692.03
1694.19 1 0
1696.83 1
1698.21 0
1699.83 0
1708.35
1709.58
1710.21 1
1714.20 0 1
1
0
1
0
12700 246
11000 252
7400 217
Conllllent
Repeats call to Denver
approach control
...Descend to 7200 when able
reduce to 190 knots
Roger...Which do you
want first?
Descent please (recorded oll
audio tape but did not
appear in digital records)
Acknowledgment
TR 230...join localizer...
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Table B1. Concluded
Tilnc,
bec
1718.19
1722.09
1722.21
1725.42
1730.19
1734.21
1734.33
1739.28
1740.78
1742.16
1746.21
1750.20
1774.20
1782.21
1786.2(}
1789.59
1790.31
1794.27
1802.19
1802.46
1802.58
1802.79
1802.88
1807.80
1810.20
1811.04
1818.21
1822.20
1826.19
1838.19
1842.21
1846.20
1850.19
1854.21
1866.21
1874.19
1878.21
1882.20
1886.19
1950.21
CPLT CONT
MIKE MIKE
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
I
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
ALT CAS TRCK
OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT,
MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft
7071
7049
5411
COMM
SPD, FQ
knots CHNG
1
169
131
135
Comment
5 miles from OM...
If able, maintain 180 knots...
until OM. Tower 118.3
Readback error... 118.1
(audio recording gives
controller correction)
Call to tower
Tower acknowledged...
cleared to land...
Acknowledged
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Appendix C
Time History of Sample Flight That
Used Data Link
This appendix presents a tittle history of the events
that. occurred during a simulated flight that used
data link as the primary ATC communication mode
(table C1).
Tile cohmm entries include the following: times
from the start of the simulated flight (Time), copilot
mike switch closures (CPLT MIKE), controller mike
switch closures (CONT MIKE), other aircraft (pseudo
pilot) mike switch closures (OAC MIKE), altitude au-
topilot dial movements (ALT AGCS DIAL), airspeed
autopilot dial movement (CAS AGCS DIAL), track
autopilot dial (TRCK AGCS DIAL), aircraft, altitude
(ALT), and airspeed (SPD).
In the first five cohmms that follow the time col-
umn, "1" indicates that an input was initiated and "0"
indicates that the input process has terminated or the
device is no hmger activated. In the frequency change
cohunn, "1" indicates that a new frequency has t)een
tuned and activated by the flight crew.
Table C1. Time History: Data lank Integrated With FMS
Ziine_
sec
0.00
11.82
16.65
19.17
31.38
60.81
65.31
68.64
73.68
76.02
176.04
195.27
199.58
230.19
233.64
236.04
238.62
243.81
246.99
266.88
267.75
273.93
274.86
275.25
280.68
282.75
294.45
296.58
298.44
298.86
301.50
305.25
CPLT
MIKE
CONT
MIKE
ALT CAS TRCK
OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD,
MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots
676 0
Conlnlent
Main menu
Tout:h edit. page key
Touch noncontrol key;
edit. page
Touch ATIS
Touch speak key
Main menu key; ATIS page
Edit key; main menu page
Strategic key; edit t)age
Request clearance key;
edit strategic page
Send key; edit strategic page
MSSG: Clearance to Denver
Roger
Auto route key
Main menu key
Edit key: main menu
MSSG: contact tower...
Noncontrol key: edit menu
ATIS key: noncontroI page
Roger
Main menu key
Map scale change to 1 n.mi./in.
Map scale set. to 4 n.mi./in.
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TableC1.Continued
Time.
sec
308.76
316.77
331.26
339.93
357.75
365.25
369.00
410.25
412.62
413.82
414.00
421.76
425.37
427.05
432.75
440.25
444.00
449.73
462.75
466.50
467.70
521.34
530.22
533.76
545.49
552.75
556.50
559.02
575.25
581.67
582.75
586.50
590.25
622.53
626.67
642.33
642.75
643.05
646.49
646.50
650.79
653.49
657.57
661.11
665.25
669.00
677.34
CPLT
MIKE
CONT
MIKE
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
OAC
MIKE
1
0
ALT CAS TRCK
AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT,
KNOB DIAL DIAL ft
676
676
1 536
10 000
12 000
SPD,
knots
43
91
197
260
306
Comnlent
MSSG: taxi into position and hold
Roger
MSSG: ...cleared to takeoff
Roger
MSSG: contact departure on 125.40
Roger reply
Radio autotune key
MSSG: fly heading 300 °
Roger
Scroll up upper window
Scroll down upper window
MSSG: contact Chicago Center
on 132.75
Roger
Radio autotune key
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Table C1. Continued
ALT CAS TRCK
Time, CPLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD,
see MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots
681.36
684.00
687.75
691.50
695.25
699.00
702.75
710.25
717.75
721.50
729.00
736.50
744.00
747.75
751.50
766.50
774.00
777.75
796.26
804.00
804.72
808.17
811.50
815.25
821.97
822.75
827.10
834.00
841.50
852.75
860.25
886.50
897.75
901.50
927.75
931.50
935.25
939.00
942.75
950.46
976.26
984.00
984.21
988.53
991.50
0
1
0
18000 306
26000 303
Comnlent
MSSG: Contact Minneapolis Center
Roger
Radio autotune key,
Roger touch key
MSSG: contact Denver Center
Roger
Radio autotune key
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Table C1. Continued
24
Time,
sec
992.10
997.80
1002.75
1007.43
1008.63
1012.41
101,1.00
1015.05
1017.75
1025.25
1(}32.51
1036.50
1040.25
10,14.06
1066.50
1070.01
1070.25
1076.9l
1081.50
1100.91
1103A0
l 108.74
1119.00
1122.75
1126.26
1134.30
1144.86
1150.95
I 163.76
l 178.52
1182.75
1190.25
1197.60
1206.33
1209.00
1212.75
1216.50
1220.25
1265.25
1272.75
1276.50
1302.75
1310.25
1317.75
1325.25
1336.26
1341.60
1346.94
ALT CAS TRCK
CeLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS
M1KE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0 l
0
1
0
1
0
1
1 0
0
1
0
1
0
ALT, SPD,
ft knots
26000 303
26000 295
23000 300
Colillllellt
MSSG: SIGMET...
Roger
MSSG: expect delays...weather
Roger touch key
ALT key
MSSG: cleared for profile descent
Roger
MSSG: reroute for weather
Roger
Map scale change
Route auto data entry key
MSSG: contact Denver approach on 120.50
Roger
Radio autotune key
TableC1. Continued
Tiine,
sec
ALT CAS TRCK
CPLT CeNT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD,
MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots
1355.25 1
1359.00 0
1362.75 1
1366.50 0
1374.69 1
1380.18 0
1381.50 1
1385.25 0
1392.75 1
1396.50 0
1397.01
1400.10
1408.02
1,i12.40 1
1415.25 0
1419.00 1
1422.75 0
1458.39
1460.25 1
1464.00 0
1469.07
1677.51
1682.22
1501.50 1
1509.00 0
1539.00 1
1542.75 0
1576.26
1583.22
1591.41
1594.38
1628.76
1634.49
1637.19
1644.00 1
1647.75 0
1652.19 1
1657.05 0
1659.00 1
1662.75 0
1677.75 1
1681.50 0
1730.25 1
1737.75 1 0
1741.50 0
1756.50 1
17000 300
17000 246
Coin iIlent
MSSG: traffic is light...
Roger
MSSG: descend and maintain 7200
Roger
MSSG: reduce to 230...headway 190 °
Roger
Speed auto key
HDG auto key,
MSSG: contact approach...
Roger
Radio autotune key
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TableC1.Concluded
1764.00
1767.75
1786.50
1794.00
1797.51
1797.75
1802.01
1810.17
1854.00
1857.75
1872.75
1880.25
1884.00
1887.75
1898.76
1903.08
19(}3.86
1907.73
1911.12
1942.05
1946.10
1947.75
1948.50
1950.03
1951.50
1955.25
1959.00
1966.26
1970.25
1971.42
1977.75
1981.50
2007.75
2(/15.2.5
2019.00
2045.25
2049.00
2052.75
2094.00
2101.50
2105.25
ALT CAS TRCK
CPLT CONT OAC AGCS AGCS AGCS ALT, SPD,
MIKE MIKE MIKE KNOB DIAL DIAL ft knots
1 0
0
1
1 0
1
0
1
1 0
0 1
0
7797 217
6619 137
ColllnleIlt
MSSG: ...TR heading 230°...cleared 26L
Roger
Heading touch key
MSSG: contact tower on 118.30
Roger
Radio autotune key
MSSG: ...cleared to land
t/oger
26
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Table 1. Simulation Study of Data Link Messages
Messages
(Blanks _ _) embedded in the messages indicate
data to bf_ typed by the air trofJic controller.)
ATIS: ORD DEP INFO F
1745Z WX: 30 OVC 5R-78/70
260/10 2998
DEP RWYS 27L & 32L
NOTAM: TXWAY 1 CLSD
ATC: CLRD TO DEN VIA ORD7
DEP.IOW.DSM.,110,
MAINT ..... DEP FREQ
125.40, SQWK 4614
ATC: CLRD TO DEN VIA ORD7
DEP.DBQ THEN AS FILED,
MAINT ..... DEP FREQ 125.411,
SQWK 4416
ATC: CLRD TO DEN VIA ORD7
DEP.DBQ.J94.ONL.
J114, MAINT ..... DEP FREQ
125.40, SQWK 4164
ATC: CLRD TO DEN VIA DIRECT
DBQ.J100.OBH.J10,
CLMB & MAINT
ATC: CHANGE TO CLRNC-CLRD
TO DEN VIA DIRECT
DBQ.J94.ONL.J114, CLMB
& MAINT
ATC: CNTC TOWR 118.10 FOR DEP
AT(:: TAXI INTO POSIT & HOLD
ATC: RNWY 32L, CLRD FOR
TAKEOFF
ATC: CNTC DPTURE 125.40
ATC:RADAR CONTACT, CLMB
& MAINT
Colnments
(Art explanation of ,selected messages and abbreviations
is provided ,so that th_ reader can extend inteu)retatior_
to other" me,ssages.)
ATIS information Foxtrot: 1745 Zulu
Weather: 30 ft ceiling, overcast,
visibility nliles, light rain showers,
temperature 78°F, (tew point 70,
winds from 260 ° at 10 knots.
Altimeter 2998 departure runways 27 left and
32 left. Notice to Airmen: taxiway 1 closed.
Cleared to Denver via Chicago
Departure 7 to Dubuque VOR, then a_s
filed. Maintain (altitude). Departure
frequency 125.40. Squawk 4416.
Cleared to Denver via Direct Dubuque
VOR, J100 to Wabash VOR, J10. Climt)
and maintain (altitude).
Change to clearance...
Contact tower 118.10 for (teparture.
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Table1. Continued
Messages
ATC: CNTC CHICAGO CENTER., 132.75
ATC: CNTC MINNEAPOLIS CENTER,
133.55
ATC: CNTC DENVER CENTER, 135.20
ATIS: DEN ARR INFO K 1800Z WX:
15 BKN 45 OVC 6RW
77/76 290/20 2997
EXPCT PRFL DSCNT AND VECTRS
ILS RWY 26L
ATIS: DEN ARR INFO L 1800Z WX:
11 BKN 28 BKN 7
76/68 260/10 2994
EXPCT VECTRS ILS 26L.
NOTAM: TXWAY F CLSD
ATIS: DENN ARR INFO N 1900Z WX:
8 SCT 12 BKN 20 OVC 7
77/67 270/15 2999
ATC: DSCND & MAINT ....
THEN RDC TO .... KTS
EXPCT VECTRS ILS RWY 26L
ATC: CNTC CENTER, 125.95
ATC: SIGMET GOLF 7
LOCALIZED T-STORMS BETWEEN
30NM and 60NM NE OF DEN
ATC: ACFT INBND TO DEN FROM
THE NE EXPCT DELAYS DUE
TO WEATHER
ATC: CLRD PRFL DSCNT, DEN
ALTMTR ....
ATC: CROSS KEANN AT OR BELOW
..... DSCND & MAINT ....
Comments
Denver arrival information
Lima: 1800 Zulu. Weather: 1100 broken,
2800 broken, visibility 7 miles,
teinperature 76°F, dew point 68, winds
fl'om 260 ° at 10 knots. Altimetcr 2994.
Expect vectors to ILS runway 26 left.
Notice to Airmen: taxiway Foxtrot
closed.
Descend and maintain (altitude).
Then reduce to (speed) knots.
Aircraft inbound to Denver from the
northeast, expect, delays due to
weather.
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Table1. Continued
Messages
ATC:HOLDAT SMITYINTXN AS
PUBLSD,15MI LEGS.
MAINT ..... EFCAT
Z.
ATC:TURNINBNDTO SMITYNOW,
CONTINUEPRFLDSCNT,
DSCND& MAINT
ATC:CLRDINBNDTO DEN
DSCND& MAINT
ATC:ACFT INBNDTO DENFROM
THE NE DELAYSNOLONGER
EXPECTED
ATC:IF ABLEMAINT .... KTS
FORIN TRAIL SPACING
ATC:EXPCTVECTRSSOUTHEAST
OF ROUTEIN 15NMFOR
WEATHER
ATC:TL HDG . VECTRS
AROUNDWEATHER
ATC:TR HDG.... . JOINTHE
DEN046R
ATC:REROUTEFORWX CLEARED
TO DENVIA SMITYPPT01
KEANN FLOTS DEN
ATC: EXPCT POSSIBLE VECTRS
FOR WEATHER IN 20NM
ATC: WEATHER DOES NOT APPEAR
TO BE A FACTOR
ATC: CNTC DENVER APRCH, 120.50
ATC: TRAFFIC IN THIS SECTOR IS
LIGHT
ATC: TRAFFIC IN THIS SECTOR IS
MODERATE
ATC: TRAFFIC IN THIS SECTOR IS
HEAVY
Comments
Hold at the SMITY intersection as
published. 15 mile legs. Maintain
(altitude). Expect further clearance
at (time) Zulu.
Turn left (heading in degrees).
Vectors around weather.
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Table1. Continued
Messages
ATC:CNTCAPRCH,125.70
ATC:RDCTO _ _ _KTS,
DEPARTFLOTSHDG_ _ ,
VECTRSILS RWY26L
ATC:RDCTO 160KTS,TR
HDG __ ,DSCND&
MAINT7200
ATC:.... MI FRMALTUR,
TR HDG.... MAINT7200
UNTILESTAB ON LOC, CLRD
ILS 26L APRCH
ATC: .... MI FRM ALTUR,
TR HDG .... MAINT 7200
UNTIL ESTAB ON LOC, CLRD
ILS 26L APRCH
ATC: RDC TO APRCH SPEED
ATC: CNTC DENVER TOWR 118.30
ATC: WIND 270/10, CLRD TO LAND
ATC: WHEN ABLE, TR CNTC GROUND
121.90
ATC: ROGER
ATC: RDCTO_ _ KTS
ATC: INC TO .... KTS
ATC: CLMB & MAINT ....
ATC: TL HDG
ATC: TR HDG ....
ATC: FLY HDG
ATC: VERIFY ALTITUDE
Coiillnents
Turn left. heading (direction in
degrees).
Turn right heading (direction in
degrees).
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Table1. Concluded
Messages
ATC:TRAFFIC.... O'CLOCK,
.... MI SOUTHBOUND
ALTITUDEUNKNOWN
ATC:ALTIMETER __ _
ATC:UNABLETO APPtW
ATC:DSRGDLASTMSSG
ATC:AFFIRMATIVE
ATC:NEGATIVE
COIIIII1CIItS
Disregard last message.
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Figure 1. Transport Systems Research Vehicle Simulator.
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Figure 2. Electronic flight instrument system.
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Figure 3. Mode control panel.
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Figure 4. Display format, of three-wimtow data link interface.
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Figure 5. Simulated flight routes and airspace.
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(b) Data link integrated with AGCS.
Figure 6. Examples of altitude assignment.
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(b) Data link integrated with AGCS.
Figure 7. Examples of heading assignment.
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(b) Dat, a, link integrated wit, h AGCS.
Figure 8. Examples of airspeed inst, ruetion.
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(b) Data link integrated with autotune radio feature.
Figure 9. Examples of radio frequency assignment.
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(a) Conventional voice and manual data input. Mean = 16.80 sec; Standard deviation = 6.20 sec:
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(b) Data link and automatic data entry into subsystems. Mean = 12.50 sec; Standard deviation = 3.39 sec;
Count = 73.
Figure 10. Distribution of data nmnagemcnt times.
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Figure 11. Pilot questionnaire responses about semiautomatic entry of altitude data.
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Figure 12. Pilot questionnaire responses about semiautomatic entry of heading data.
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Figure 13. Pilot questionnaire responses about semiautomatic entry of airspeed data.
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Figure 14. Pilot questionnaire responses about semiautomatic radio tuning.
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Figure 15. Pilot questionnaire responses abouI semiautomatic entry of route data.
Figure 16. New uplinkcd altitude a.'_signmcm mt,ssage.
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Figure18. Comt)lctcd r_ply process.
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